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Abstract: The development of computer science and technology since the 21st century indicates that the era of big data is coming or even has come, and big data has been widely deployed in all walks of life. The same is true in the field of education. The "Internet + Education" integration mode has been widely permeated into daily teaching, and educators have a more advanced understanding of the value and significance of teaching. In this process, due to the characteristics of the era of big data, the teaching of various subjects must make necessary reforms in order to conform to the trend of The Times, continuously develop and make progress, and promote the significant improvement of teaching level. The era of big data heralds the arrival of the information age of education and the historic opportunities and challenges of teaching reform. In the teaching of English subject, big data can be used to accurately analyze the current situation of English teaching and formulate the optimal teaching plan. This article will also from large data in the reform of basic education of English study, and emphatically discusses the era of big data, basic English education reform direction and the restricting factors of informationization teaching reform essentials and find English education big data in the application of basic English teaching method, and discusses the reform of the specific implementation measures.

1. Introduction

In the context of the era of big data, all data bring us quantitative advantages in learning knowledge, and also provide infinite space for creation [1]. The development of information technology and the application of big data are powerful catalysts for the reform of English basic education, which is the continuous evolution and promotion of English basic education in such a data system [2]. The educational resources of big data are a kind of invisible information assets, from which the essence and law of education can be explored, and diversified educational information can be presented in digital form [3-4]. The adoption of big data analysis can accurately grasp the diversity and complexity of education and teaching models, and avoid the theoretical framework of ecology of education, so that the large and multi-format education data are relatively consistent with the accumulated and diverse data of English basic education [5-6]. In addition, the reform of English teaching with the help of big data information service is also conducive to solving the difficult problem of integrating the overall information of education [7].

The reform plan of English basic education has always been the focus and hotspot of English experts at home and abroad, and the construction of English basic education information system based on big data has also become a research hotspot [8]. Foreign researchers tend to study the relationship between English learners' personal behaviors and English education environment, trying to find the balance between multiple factors and multiple factors [9]. For example, some scholars in the United States proposed the concept of classroom ecology, pointing out that school itself is a complex cultural system with multi-factor and systematic characteristics, and further explaining the dynamic correlation between multi-factor can further refine the information system classification of linguistics education [10-11]. The reform of basic English teaching in China is full of uncertainties and challenges due to the arrival of the era of big data, but scholars in this field also believe that it is an opportunity [12]. Therefore, although the research on the ecology of English education in China started late, the research behavior is very active and the research results are quite rich [13]. For example, some scholars combine the theory of education ecology with the educational situation in Taiwan, holding that the educational ecosystem involves natural factors such as
classroom teaching, school distribution and population density, and put forward the strategic slogan of sustainable development of education. Some scholars also make in-depth analysis of specific cases in English teaching by using the research methods of ecology, explain the phenomenon of education ecology from the perspective of classroom ecological environment and ecological foreign language teaching, and put forward the methods and ideas of English basic education reform from the perspective of humanism [14-15].

Based on the analysis of big data, this paper adopts the estimation method of random forest model to apply GEE big data analysis platform to the research of English basic education reform. It can be seen from R2, RMSE and other indicators that the estimation method of random forest model can give full play to its estimation ability in big data analysis, and the estimation effect is significantly better than the traditional process estimation model [16]. With the help of GEE big data analysis platform, analyzing the restrictive factors in the process of English basic education reform can fully explore the mechanism of action and internal laws among various factors, and the proposed strategies on this basis are more conducive to the development of a dynamic English basic education reform plan.

2. Method

2.1 GEE Big Data Analysis Platform

GEE big data analysis platform is a data processing tool under the famous Google company, which is affiliated to a series of tools of Google Earth. Compared with ENVI, a traditional data analysis and processing tool, the gee-structured analysis platform can generate large volumes of data in bulk and more quickly. The platform can quickly predict crop yield, NDVI and other vegetation index and monitor other changes.

GEE big data analysis platform is a cloud-based platform that enables users to easily access large spatial data sets without facing complex computer principles. Users can also through the web-based interactive development environment to control and access of GEE analysis platform, through the Internet to access the program into the interface for the execution of the operation, these were made by Google implemented in a parallel processing system, the automatic calculation and distribution segment, providing high throughput and analysis ability, so as to realize rapid model design and data visualization, users and efficient access to large amounts of data system.

2.2 Stochastic Forest Model Estimation Method

Random forest model belongs to random forest regression algorithm, which is a relatively mature machine learning algorithm. It can not only predict the regression of data, but also complete the classification of data and realize the estimation of GPP, so it has a very wide range of applications. After model tuning and model training, the established model is used to predict the data of the test group, and the real value of the comparative test data is used to estimate the test effect of the model based on related accuracy indicators such as RMSE and R2.

Random forest algorithm is applied in big data processing. Due to the huge volume of data, a large number of decision trees will be generated, and all the decision trees are unrelated. When the decision trees are regressed, the random forest model will output the average value given by these decision trees. When objects need to be classified according to attributes, each decision tree in the random forest will make judgment on these massive data and finally output the classification option that has been selected the most times.

The main ideas of regression modeling are as follows: first, Bootstrap sampling method is adopted to obtain randomly sampled sample data from the data set, which can be marked as k. Secondly, the data of the original training set are collectively labeled. Then, the regression model h_i(x) of decision tree was established for each subset. After training, the complete regression tree sequence is obtained. For any given new sample, its prediction result is the average summary of k results, expressed as:
\[ f_r(x) = \frac{1}{k} \sum_{i=1}^{k} h_i(x) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where, \( h_i(x) \) is the result of a single regression tree model, and \( f_r(x) \) is the result of a random forest regression model.

In this study, we divided the collected data into the test group and the training group, took R2 as the evaluation index, used the data of the training group to establish the English learning model, through the method of cross-validation, and conducted one-to-one training to select the optimal model parameters, so as to obtain the ideal regression results.

3. Experiment

3.1 Selection of Impact Factors

The research of this paper is to analysis and study of basic education reform of English restricting factors, in order to make the GPP true, accurate and valid data in a regression model, we selected the restriction of reform of English quality education guiding ideology, highlight the decision-making of cultivating the ability of listening, college English teachers' knowledge structure, the prosperity of all kinds of English test, basic English teaching as impact factors, the benefit of group composition training set, and trained factor model to analyze the data.

3.2 Model Selection and Research Steps

Since the relationship between GPP and background data is complex and does not belong to linear correlation, it is difficult to choose linear regression model. However, the regression model of random forest has a strong generalization ability, which can deal with high-dimensional data without feature selection, and can also maintain the accuracy of abnormal or missing individual data. Therefore, we choose the random forest model as the experimental model.

Since the factors restricting the reform of basic English teaching are various and complex, after selecting the influence factors of the model, it is necessary to first obtain the background data by using the platform of GEE big data analysis, and then filter and organize the combined data set according to the specific situation in practice. The relationship model between dependent variables and independent variables was established through the data of the learning and training group, and then the independent variables of the test group were input into the model for prediction.

4. Discuss

4.1 Model Regression Results

To restrict the English level of the reform of the education guiding ideology (guidelines), prominent decision (hearing) of cultivating the ability of listening, college English teachers' knowledge structure, faculty structure), the prosperity of all kinds of English tests, examination system, the basic English teaching benefit group five factors (interest) after training, the important feature of the model to get the preliminary, the role of shadow factor analysis results are shown in figure 1 below.

![Figure 1. Analysis results of shadow factors](image-url)
The analysis results show that the guiding ideology of English quality-oriented education is the most influential factor to the GPP, followed by the examination system, teacher structure, listening orientation and benefit factors. Later studies showed that when RMSE indicators were not taken into account, the influence of teacher structure on the results would be greatly increased, while when R2 indicators were not taken into account, the impact of examination system on the results accounted for a large proportion.

In order to obtain more accurate analysis results, the parameter model needs to be adjusted. The parameters of the random forest model mainly include maximum feature number, maximum depth and maximum iteration times. In RMSE and R2, the reference value of RMSE is 1.132, which is relatively small, indicating that the simulation results are more reliable. The closer the R2 value is to 1, the more accurate the prediction effect is and the higher the correlation is. The results of tuning and the measured data of the forest model are shown in table 1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Para_n_estimators</th>
<th>Mean_test_score</th>
<th>Mean_train_score</th>
<th>Rank_test_score</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>R2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.263</td>
<td>0.892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.174</td>
<td>0.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.162</td>
<td>0.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.246</td>
<td>1.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.146</td>
<td>1.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.157</td>
<td>0.984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.118</td>
<td>1.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.146</td>
<td>0.989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.137</td>
<td>1.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.102</td>
<td>1.073</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After 100 iterations and 10 cross validations, the mean value of RMSE and R2 of the model was 1.165 and 1.011, respectively. The results show that the simulation results are reliable and accurate.

4.2 Analysis of Constraints

The above research shows that the main factors restricting the reform of basic English education include the following two aspects:

(1) Constraints of objective conditions

Guiding ideology, textbook compilation and examination system are the three main objective restricting factors.

For a long time, China has been influenced by Confucianism, which emphasizes the collective concept, which forms a sharp contrast with the western culture which puts forward the theory of communicative competence. In this context, the compilation of textbooks in practice also difficult to have a breakthrough in the reform; Examinations are also an important factor in determining classroom activities, because teachers often take examinations as the only benchmark for judging students' life choices. Under the influence of these objective factors, English teaching reform will inevitably affect the smooth progress.

(2) Constraints of subjective conditions

The decision on the cultivation of listening ability and the knowledge structure of college English teachers are two subjective constraints.

Through the survey, we found that the older teachers not only showed more resistance to the reform, but also often doubted the role of the reform. It can be seen that their knowledge structure was difficult to contact with the background of the era based on the reform. In terms of training objectives, we also found that many schools emphasize the ability to focus on reading and writing, which is no doubt closed the door to improve students' listening and speaking ability.
5. Conclusion

The reform of English basic education is restricted by many factors and involves a wide range of factors. Based on the analysis of these factors in the process of using the big GEE data analysis data analysis platform, using the random forest model estimation method, points out the guiding ideology of English quality education, highlight the decision-making of cultivating the ability of listening, college English teachers' knowledge structure, the prosperity of all kinds of English test, basic English teaching for the benefit of group five key factor in affecting the reform of basic education of English. From the perspective of medium and long term, the reform of basic English education in China is inevitable on the whole. To this end, we should not only make actions for the analysis of factors, but more importantly, try to solve these constraints on the reform.
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